Located in a major traditional international tourist zone of Japan
Tokyo Sky Tree is accessible from two stations on the Toei Line. The closest station of Oshiage is a terminal served by Tobu Isesaki Line, Toei Metropolitan Line, Keisei Otsuka Line and Sotetsu Asoaka Line. The location is convenient with smooth access to both Haneda and Narita Airports, the gateway to Japan.
Concept

When Tokyo Sky Tree stands tall in the eastern sky from where the sun rises, a future community will be formed at its foot and it will be one of a kind that is filled with tenderness. There will be cranes in the sky and there will be the culture of Edo-Tokyo through craftsmanship and the long-cherished sentiments of the shitamachi residents. The vibrant community of the new age inhabiting the living culture of this town will attract people interested in arts and crafts. The environmentally friendly community will serve as an ideal global model both for residents and visitors.

Tripled-faced hub to represent the new age of Japan

Development is taking place in the area surrounding the tower based on the following: a hub for transmitting information on and creating urban culture, a hub for urban lifestyle community, and a hub for wide area exchange of urban tourism. With the world’s number one tower as a symbol, collaboration will be further enhanced between the traditions of crafts and the broadcast communication media. The project will provide improved urban infrastructure for residents in the surrounding area and the railway line so that the community will be environmentally-friendly while serving as a emergency response center at the same time. The “town with a tower” will attract people of all generations from different parts of the world, which will contribute toward forming a vibrant community.

Overview of Overall Plan

The "town with a tower" promises a lifestyle that is not uniform. The facilities are developed with the aim of producing a community brand. New local values will be transmitted to the world by generationally introducing facilities and functions that will manifest the charm of the shitamachi spirit and produce a synergetic effect.

Development Concept

Atelier Community
A community inheriting the DNA of Japanese shitamachi craftsmanship and creating a new urban culture through human interaction

Caring Community
A vibrant community caring for people and the earth, highly responsive to any emergency and safe to live in

Open Community
A community, with the tower as the core element, of advanced technology and the media transmitting information on Japan and Tokyo of the new age to the world